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Motivation

User Model based on social influence

 Participation Maximization

 Problem formulation

 Algorithms

 Summary



 Increase participation in online forums

 Users expect a wide audience

 Forum owners care about the traffic

Users influence each other

 Users tend to post after others

Goal

 Maximize participants based on social influence 







User posting model

Write a new post
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Allocate B threads to each user, e.g., in his sidebar

Users visit their suggested threads with a higher probability

Users post in these threads with a higher probability

Their posts further influence more users to post

Increase the overall number of participants

How to allocate? To maximize the total #participants through 

influence propagation.



 Participation Maximization

Resources
Consumers

Optimize the allocation to maximize 

social welfare (participants)

A special case of

Social welfare 

maximization

Monotonicity & submodularity



Recommender Systems Participation Maximization

Focus on users who are likely to 

post NOW

Consider FUTURE users who will 

be influenced to post

Influence Maximization

(viral marketing)
Participation Maximization

Maximize participants in ONE

specific threads

Maximize TOTAL participants in 

ALL threads













v is activated v’s out-neighbors who are activatedv itself



 Personalized recommendation
 Topic sensitive early adoption based information flow --- TEABIF

 Song, X., Tseng, B. L., et al. Personalized recommendation driven 

by information flow. In SIGIR '06.

Target at different goals: 

 individual recommendation vs. overall participation 

 Outcomes are comparable: #participants







TABI outperforms all

Intend to verify that TABI could perform consistently better under different 

numbers of threads (30, 40 and 50)



TABI outperforms all

Intend to verify that TABI could perform consistently better 

under different original visit probabilities  



TABI outperforms all

Intend to verify that TABI could perform consistently better when 

allocating in different time slots



 Advertisements in Facebook

 Posts in Google Buzz

 Comments in YouTube

 Etc.



 Propose a personalized allocation mechanism 

to maximize total participation through 

influence propagation

 Formulate the problem of participation 

maximization

 Monotonicity and submodularity

 Propose a heuristic algorithm--- TABI

 Efficient, effective and robust




